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Abstract—Recent developments in industrial automation and in-vehicle communication have raised the requirements of real-time networking. Bus systems that were traditionally deployed in these fields cannot provide sufficient bandwidth and are now shifting towards Ethernet for their real-time communication needs. In this field, standardization efforts from the IEEE and the IETF have developed new data plane mechanisms such as shapers and schedulers, as well as control plane mechanisms such as reservation protocols to support their new requirements. However, their implementation and their optimal configuration remain an important factor for their efficiency. This work presents a machine learning framework that takes on the configuration task. Four different models are trained for the configuration of per-hop latency guarantees in a distributed resource reservation process and compared with respect to their real-time traffic capacity. The evaluation shows that all models provide good configurations for the provided scenarios, but more importantly, they represent a first step for a semi-automated configuration of parameters in Time-Sensitive Networking.

Index Terms—Time-Sensitive Networking, Network Dimensioning, Network Configuration, Resource Reservation, Machine Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, real-time networks in the fields of industrial automation and in-vehicle communication are implemented by using bus systems or proprietary systems based on Ethernet. With careful admission control, it is possible to acquire latency guarantees for streams with low data rates if they adhere to typical periodic transmission patterns. However, with the recent advancements in these fields, the demand for higher data rates is increasing, while at the same time, more flexibility is required. Latency requirements become more diverse, systems are more dynamic with streams emerging and disappearing during run time, and network operators wish to use the same network infrastructure for both critical real-time traffic and bursty, non-reserved best-effort traffic simultaneously.

With these requirements in mind, the IEEE Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) and the IETF Deterministic Networking (DetNet) working groups are developing a series of standards to support converged real-time networking with high data rates in traditional networking devices such as Ethernet switches. These standards include new shaping mechanisms, such as Credit-Based Shaping (CBS) [1] and Time Aware Shaping (TAS) [2], as well as advancements for admission control in the control plane, such as the Stream Reservation Protocol [3] [4], the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP-IntServ) [5], and the Resource Allocation Protocol [6]. In the past, standardization groups have published profiles [7] that describe how to apply the standards for a specific use case, but their guarantees were proven to be inaccurate [8]. More recent profiles are under active development [9]–[12], but due to the increased demand for dynamic operation, they cannot provide an efficient network configuration for each situation. In general, the individual tools are well established by now, but the understanding of their optimal deployment and configuration remains an important research topic for time-critical communication.

Contribution: This work presents a machine learning (ML) framework for the configuration of real-time networks with a distributed reservation process. It implements a heuristic solution for an important optimization problem during real-time network planning: how should delay guarantees be assigned to queues such that the network utilization can be maximized? Therefore, multiple supervised learning and reinforcement learning models have been created and evaluated against an optimal brute force solution for two types of scenarios. The evaluation shows that, in the considered scenarios, most ML models attain roughly 90% of the brute force performance at a much lower computation time. These results can provide valuable input for the development of ML-assisted network configuration in TSN.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Related work regarding Time Sensitive Networking and machine learning for network configuration is covered in Section II. The methodology used for resource reservation simulation, ground truth generation, feature extraction, and ML model training is described in Section III. Section IV presents the results of the performance analysis of the ML-based heuristics in comparison with the optimal configuration. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and outlines future works.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Time Sensitive Networking

In order to meet real-time requirements and ensure a deterministic transmission behavior for time-sensitive traffic, the IEEE 802.1 working group proposed a set of standards under the term Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN [13]). TSN utilizes the Precision Time Protocol (PTP [14]) which synchronizes time information with sub-microsecond accuracy across all network participants. This is a prerequisite for mechanisms like the Time Aware Shaper (TAS [15]) which introduces timed
gates to each queue of a switch port. Mechanisms that do not rely on time synchronization include Credit-Based Shaping (CBS [16]) and Asynchronous Traffic Shaping (ATS [17] [18]), which enable reshaping of traffic in per-priority and per-stream granularity, respectively.

While each mechanism improves the latency guarantees of the data plane, bounded latency can already be guaranteed with Strict Priority Transmission Selection alone (SP [13]). Each switch manages up to eight queues dedicated to frames of different priority. SP does not require clock synchronization, and in contrast to CBS and ATS, it is widely supported by current hardware. SP was recently proven to provide deterministic guarantees even in a distributed plug-and-play reservation process [19] without the need for shapers. This work initially builds on the mechanism and attempts to configure the required latency guarantee thresholds for maximum utilization.

In addition to shapers, TSN specifies complementary mechanisms for additional reliability (FRER [20]) and network configuration. As this work is focused on distributed scenarios, it relies on mechanisms such as the Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP [3] [4]) or the new Resource Allocation Protocol (RAP [21]). The information provided by these protocols can be used by all switches to perform admission control and therefore guarantee bounded latency.

B. ML for Network Configuration

Machine learning (ML) describes the process of algorithmic learning from data. Due to its successful application to many real world problems, the research community has started to apply ML to the networking domain [22], where complex problems occur, in particular, with respect to network operations and management. While unsupervised learning is rarely used for network configuration [23], there are a few approaches which are based on supervised learning. Some of these works predict relevant metrics, which can then be used for network management. For example, [24] forecast traffic in order to provision virtual network functions, or [25] analyzed QoE factors from encrypted video traffic, which can be used for QoE-aware traffic management. Other works directly applied supervised learning to predict a network configuration, such as [26], which used a deep belief architecture to predict optimal routing paths. [27] compared different supervised learning methods to predict optimal locations of SDN controllers. The vast majority of related works on ML-based network configuration resorts to reinforcement learning (RL) [22], [28], as finding an optimal network configuration by interacting with a dynamic network environment nicely resembles the general problem statement of reinforcement learning.

One of the first attempts to apply RL to dynamic networks was proposed by [29] using the tabular Q-Learning algorithm in order to optimize packet routing. [30] was one of the first to apply Q-Learning to packet scheduling in routers. Both methods use a basic environment with a small state-action space and embed the RL module into the nodes of the switching network. As a more modern approach, [31] proposed an adaptive routing algorithm based on Q-Learning that took Quality of Service (QoS) into consideration in the context of software-defined networking (SDN). [32] proposed a routing algorithm based on a Deep Q-Network (DQN) method that produced near-optimal routing configuration and minimized end-to-end delay in dynamic networks. [33] applied an Actor-Critic method to congestion control where actions represented changes to the traffic rate.

However, there are only few related works when it comes to applying ML in the context of dynamic real-time networks with deterministic guarantees. [34] employed a Markov chain Monte Carlo method using ML for low-latency routing. Moreover, [35] investigated the use of the k-nearest neighbors classification algorithm for assessing schedulability in TSN. Finally, there are conceptual works [36], [37] which envision ML for fault detection or self-configuration of TSN networks in the future. Our work provides a first step towards this vision by implementing a concrete ML decision model for the configuration of distributed TSN networks.

III. METHODOLOGY

The key problem that is addressed in this work is the configuration of per-hop latency guarantees \( C_p \) for each real-time traffic class \( p \) in the network. During the network’s operation, new stream reservations toggle the admission control system. This system computes the current latency bounds \( d_p \) and compares them to the configured guarantees \( C_p \) to decide whether or not the new reservation can be accepted. The capacity \( N \) of the network denotes the number of accepted stream reservations. The task is to configure the latency guarantees \( C_p \) such that the capacity \( N \) is maximized.

This section presents the latency bound computation (III-A), the considered scenarios (III-B), the computation of the ground truth (III-C), the used features (III-D), and the implementation of supervised (III-E) and reinforcement learning (III-F).

A. Latency Bound Computation

The delay bound \( d_p \) of traffic class \( p \) is computed as explained in [19]:

\[
d_p \leq \sum_{x \in \mathcal{H}_p} \frac{b_x z_x (C_x, C_p)}{r} + \sum_{x \in \mathcal{E}_p} \frac{b_x z_x (C_x, 0)}{r} + \max_{x \in \mathcal{L}_p} \frac{\hat{\ell}_x}{r} \tag{1}
\]

Here, \( z_x (C_x, C_p) \) is a function that returns the number of bursts from stream \( x \) that increase the queuing delay for the observed priority \( p \). It depends on the configured guarantees \( C_x \) on the data rate \( r_x \) of stream \( x \), and on its path. The sets \( \mathcal{H}_p, \mathcal{E}_p, \mathcal{L}_p \) contain the streams from higher priorities, the same priority \( p \), and lower priorities respectively. The denominator \( r \) is the link speed in bits/s, while \( b_x \) is the burst size and \( \hat{\ell}_x \) the largest frame size of stream \( x \). For further details, refer to [19].

B. Framework and Scenarios for Configuration

In the following, a framework for simulating and configuring basic industrial networks with different topologies is described. The framework is initialized with a topology, a set of streams \( S \), and a configuration \( C \). The main task of the framework is...
to simulate the real-time communication between sensors and controllers and to determine the actual network capacity $N$. The capacity is defined as the number of streams $s \in S$ that can be added to the network under the current configuration $C$ without violating the end-to-end latency requirements of any stream in the network.

The framework provides an interface that allows to adjust the current configuration $C$ and re-calculate the network capacity $N$ under the new configuration $C'$. Networks studied in this work are restricted to linear and tree topologies. A linear network topology is built upon a number of $m$ linearly arranged switches. Each switch is connected to a controller and a number of $n$ sensors. Each sensor is communicating with a random controller in the network. In contrast, tree topologies consist of a single top switch with a single controller. Every sensor communicates with this central controller, such that its link is the determining point of the network capacity. Without loss of generality, all links are 1 Gbit/s. Examples for a linear and a tree topology are depicted in Figure 1a and 1b, respectively.

The sensor-controller communication patterns are based on five application stream profiles, which are specified in Table I. Each profile includes a periodic transmission interval, an end-to-end latency requirement for frames, a minimum and maximum frame size, and a burst value that is equal to the maximum frame size. The properties of a stream $s \in S$ are selected uniformly distributed from one of the application profiles.

Note that the models do not rely on periodic transmission, but the application profiles were chosen based on exemplary application update cycles from industrial automation. The topology layouts and sensor-controller communication patterns are based on real world industrial networks, adapted for increased network convergence as envisioned by TSN. They are primarily based on typical PROFINET use cases that synchronize the state of an industrial appliance periodically between sensors and their corresponding controller. These controllers are not to be confused with network controllers, they merely represent end devices in the presented use case.

No additional traffic shaping mechanism is used apart from basic SP transmission selection. Without loss of generality, up to four traffic classes are used for real-time traffic in these scenarios, while the other classes are reserved for different priorities of best-effort traffic. In general, it is possible to define a separate latency guarantee per traffic class for each individual egress port in the network, based on the respective load. In this stage of the work, the configuration is limited to a global configuration for all egress ports due to the implementation of the ground truth generation algorithm. This limitation may disappear in future versions of this work. The configuration of the network is defined as a 4-tuple $C = (C_0, C_1, C_2, C_3)$ where $C_p$ is the guaranteed maximum per-hop latency provided by priority class $p$. $C_0$ denotes the highest priority class with the lowest guaranteed per-hop latency. The priority $p(s)$ of a stream $s$ is given by the lowest priority class that satisfies the per-hop requirement $\delta^h(s)$ at the respective hop $h$. If there is no priority class that meets this requirement, $s$ is not assigned a priority and cannot be added to the network under the current configuration.

As all ports are configured equally, the per-hop latency requirement for $s$ can be calculated with the maximum end-to-end latency $\delta(s)$ and the number of hops $h(s)$ on the stream’s path: $\delta^h(s) = \delta(s)/h(s)$.

C. Ground Truth Generation

During supervised learning and for the evaluation of the model’s performance, it is important to know the ground truth for all generated scenarios. As the task of the ML model is to solve an optimization problem, the ground truth is given by the optimal solution that allows the reservation process to accept the maximum number of streams in the network.

Albeit not the same, the choice of latency guarantees $C_i$ is related to the bin packing problem where the cost function of each individual item depends on the chosen bin and on its latency configuration. Increasing an individual latency guarantee $C_i$ may increase the number of streams that can be accepted for that traffic class, but it may also become too high for some streams, causing them to shift towards the higher priority and increase resource usage there. Additionally, in the advanced version of this problem, different ports in the network may be given different priorities in order to allow for a relaxed configuration at bottlenecks, while compensating with tighter latency guarantees in other parts of the network to achieve the same end-to-end latency. In this work, the simple version of this optimization problem is assumed where all egress ports share the same latency guarantee configuration.
In general, this can be solved by an integer linear program that includes constraints regarding path consistency, bandwidth utilization, and maximum end-to-end latency. For each pair of individual stream $s$ and traffic class $p$, a binary variable $\text{prio}[s, p] \in \{0, 1\}$ indicates whether stream $s$ belongs to priority level $p$, with $\sum_{p=0}^{3} \text{prio}[s, p] \leq 1$. In addition, a bounded variable $\text{conf}[p] \in \mathbb{R}$ can be used for the latency guarantee configuration. The term $\sum_{p=0}^{3} \text{prio}[s, p] \cdot \text{conf}[p]$ can then be employed as the stream’s current delay in the latency constraint. The goal is to maximize the number of successfully placed streams, i.e., $\max \sum_{s \in \mathcal{S}} \sum_{p=0}^{3} \text{prio}[s, p]$. This formulation has two major limitations: (1) it quickly reaches the limits of available hardware resources during computation, both regarding runtime and memory consumption. (2) In real deployments, it may not be possible to choose whether or not to accept a specific stream. Stream reservations are issued in random order with no way to predict future reservations.

Therefore, for the current version of this work, the order of stream reservations is fixed in each scenario. As each port is configured equally, the per-hop latency requirement $\delta^h(s)$ can be computed from each stream’s end-to-end requirement and hop count: $\delta^h(s) = \delta(s)/h(s)$. A brute force algorithm is applied that computes every possible choice $\mathcal{P} = \{\delta^h(s) \mid s \in \mathcal{S}\}$ for individual per-hop guarantees $C_t$ and tests every combination of these choices for the four considered priority levels. This is equivalent to drawing four individual numbers out of $|\mathcal{P}|$ possibilities, hence the algorithm must test $\binom{|\mathcal{P}|}{4}$ configurations. During each test, a simulation of consecutive resource reservations for a given topology and a given list of streams is conducted, and the configuration with the maximum number of accepted streams is reported. This value is used as ground truth for supervised learning, and for comparison during performance evaluation of the ML-based solutions.

For 5 application profiles (Table I), up to 600 streams, and a maximum path length of 7, the brute force algorithm finds the optimal solution within at most a few minutes. The algorithm scales polynomially with the number of streams, and exponentially with the number of application profiles and the maximum path length. Slightly increasing these values already leads to several hours or days of execution time. The anticipated industrial networks are expected to have higher path lengths and more heterogeneous communication patterns. This is why an efficient heuristic is necessary for large-scale decision making.

D. Static and Dynamic Features

Both the supervised learning and the reinforcement learning models rely on a thorough set of features, representing as much of the scenario as possible. The training and test scenarios are comprised of a specific network topology and a set of streams, which must be represented by a fixed-length vector of features. This is a challenging task, as networks differ in size, and the number of streams is not always the same. For this reason, whenever there is a feature that refers to a specific switch, port, stream, or anything with variable number of occurrence in general, statistical properties of all such entities are used instead. Each such characteristic is summarized by the following properties: minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation, skewness, and kurtosis. In addition, a probability density function of such properties can be estimated by a histogram with 10-20 bins, which are carefully chosen to include the majority of reasonable values considering different scenarios for each property. The characteristics for the static feature vector include 520 individual values:

(i) topology information: node degrees, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality,
(ii) stream quantities: number of streams, path lengths,
(iii) traffic specifications: data rates, frame sizes, bursts,
(iv) aggregated per-port data rates and bursts,
(v) the results of Eq. 1 for a hypothetical baseline configuration with 20 priority levels, exponentially spaced between 100 ns and 128 ms.

In particular, number (iv) refers to aggregated traffic volume depending on the requested maximum latency, based on pre-configured ranges. For example, the data rates of all streams whose latency is within $[250\mu s, 500\mu s]$ would be accumulated for each port. Number (v) is a measure of load. A higher latency bound in this hypothetical configuration indicates a higher load for the latency range of the respective priority level.

Dynamic features for reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning models apply an iterative process and change the current situation in the network via actions. These actions include a slight increase or decrease of individual latency guarantees. Based on the feedback from the environment, i.e., whether there could be more or less streams placed in the network afterwards, these actions should push the configuration towards the optimal value. As this is a dynamic scenario with a varying situation, a few dynamic features are included to support the decision process.

Dynamic features include the following characteristics related to the current situation:

(i) the result of the latency bound formula (Eq. 1) based on the four currently selected guarantees $C$ for each port and each priority in the network,
(ii) for each priority, the number of streams that could successfully be deployed,
(iii) the total number of successfully deployed streams,
(iv) the fraction of currently used bandwidth on each link,
(v) the amount of streams that cannot conduct stream reservations because their latency requirements are higher than the highest priority’s guarantee.

Those characteristics that are computed for each port in the network (i and iv) are once again statistically summarized to have a fixed width output for the feature vector.

E. Supervised Learning

1) Random Forest Classifier: The first supervised ML approach is a random forest classifier implemented in scikit-learn. The generated ground truth is used to learn a representation, which estimates the four priority classes by selecting one of
### TABLE II
**FINAL HYPERPARAMETERS FOR ALL METHODS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Features=All, Aggregator=Mean, Trees=30, Max Tree Depth=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>Layer1=1024, Layer2=1024, Layer3=1024, Batch Size=256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQN</td>
<td>Epochs=18, Episodes=50, Layer1=110, Layer2=99, Target Update=450, Batch Size=250, α=0.0005, γ=0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor-Critic</td>
<td>Epochs=16, Episodes=70, Layer1=96, Layer2=86, α=0.075, γ=0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20 pre-defined bins. These bins shall represent optimal latency bounds and range evenly spaced from 0 to 1000 μs.

The data is split into 80% training samples and 20% test samples. The four priority classes of the ground truth serve as target classes. These target classes are balanced within the training samples using bootstrapping and all data are scaled between 0 and 1. The metric for evaluating the quality of the model’s predictions is a custom accuracy metric, which computes the accuracy between the four priority classes and the four ground truth priority classes element-wise and returns the minimum observed accuracy of all element-wise comparisons. Finally, the hyperparameters are optimized using a grid search and 3-fold cross-validation. The final tunable hyperparameters for the random forest classification are shown in Table II and include the dimensionality of the features (all 520 static features), the number of trees in the forest (30), and the maximum depth of the trees (10).

2) **Neural Network Regressor**: A neural network performing a regression task is the second tested supervised ML approach. Based on the input features, the neural network is supposed to directly estimate the four priority classes.

For training of the neural network, the data is split into a training set, validation set, and test set, where the shares of the data for the sets are 60%, 20%, and 20%. Like before, no feature selection is performed for this approach, so all 520 static features are used, the target priority classes are balanced using bootstrapping, and the features are normalized.

The architecture of the neural network consists of three hidden layers with 1024 neurons each followed by a dropout layer with a rate of 20%. All hidden layers use tanh as activation function. The output layer uses four nodes, representing the estimated priority classes, which are activated with the sigmoid function. The number of nodes in the input layer correspond to the input feature dimension. The neural network is implemented with Keras and a Tensorflow backend.

The well-known Adam optimizer is used and the loss is calculated with the mean squared error (MSE). The metrics for evaluating the quality of the model’s predictions are further the mean absolute error (MAE), the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and the cosine similarity. A batch size of 256 and a maximum of 1000 epochs are used for learning. Additionally, an early stopping mechanism with a patience of 50 is implemented and the best model, i.e., the model with the lowest observed loss, is stored.

**F. Reinforcement Learning**

1) **Environment**: Reinforcement Learning is expected to be an appropriate method that approaches a decent configuration in a reasonable time. Therefore, this section proposes an interactive environment built upon the framework that allows to apply different RL methods to the problem.

The essential components of such an environment are the action space, the state space, and the reward function. As the objective is to identify an optimal configuration \( C^*_i \), actions represent adjustments to the configuration. The action space is defined as \( A = \{a_0, a_1, ..., a_{c-1}\} \), where \( c \) is the number of classes that are used by the framework. For every priority class, the environment provides one action to increase and one action to decrease the guaranteed per-hop latency of the class by 10 μs, respectively. To be precise, an action does not adjust the absolute value, but rather the absolute distance between class \( C_i \) and the next lower priority class \( C_{i-1} \). This results in an adjustment of ±10 μs to the class \( C_i \) itself as well as all higher priority classes. If the absolute distance between two classes is less than 10 μs, an action that would further decrease the distance between both classes results in a no-op action. In general, no-op actions are actions that are invalid in the current state and therefore do not affect the environment.

Altogether, the state is represented by a vector of 76 selected features from both the static and dynamic set. The static features include topology-specific features like the number of sensors, controllers, and switches, and the network diameter. Further, link-specific features like the mean link speed and stream-specific features like the total number of streams in the network are considered. In addition to these, a hypothetical static example configuration with eight priorities is used to compute bounds that represent the relative load of various latency ranges between 25 μs and 10 ms.

In contrast to the supervised ML approaches, RL allows to incorporate dynamic features which are updated after each action in the environment. The RL agent requires a reward signal which allows the agent to learn the desired behavior. Therefore, the reward function implements the optimization objective which is to maximize the network capacity \( N \). Equation 2 defines a reward function that corresponds to the percentage increase in capacity after adjusting the network configuration, where \( |S| \) is the total number of streams and \( N_t \) is the number of accepted streams after the \( t \)-th action.

\[
r_t = \begin{cases} 
120 & \text{if } N_t = |S| \\
\frac{N_t - N_{t-1}}{|S|} \cdot 100 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

If the agent can find an optimal configuration with \( N_t = |S| \), it is rewarded by an additional 20%. The environment provides immediate rewards, the agent receives a reward signal after every single action rather than at the end of an episode.

In RL, an episode of actions normally ends when a terminal state is reached. But as the problem studied in this work is an optimization problem, it is not trivial to determine if a state is actually the terminal state with the best possible configuration for a specific scenario. The terminal state is only obviously optimal for the configuration \( N_t = |S| \). For this reason, an early stopping mechanism is applied, which prevents episodes
from continuing endlessly in case that it is impossible to reach such an optimal terminal state.

At the beginning of an episode, framework and environment are initialized with a topology and a set of streams $S$. The initial configuration of the network is not chosen randomly, but rather as a rough estimation of a configuration that would match the given set of streams. This initial choice deserves some consideration, because it can significantly speed up the training process if there is already a reasonable initial network configuration. For such a configuration, the actual occurring per-hop latency requirements for all streams are consulted. Let $\Delta = (\delta^k(s) \mid s \in S)$ define an ordered list of all uniquely occurring per-hop requirements. The initial network configuration $C_0$ for $p$ classes is then determined for class $C_0$ by using the lowest per-hop requirement of $\Delta$, i.e., the first element of $\Delta$, and for the classes $C_{1\ldots p−1}$ by using the $\text{floor}(100 \cdot \frac{i}{p})$ percentiles of $\Delta$. For $c = 4$ configured guarantees, the first element, the $25$th percentile, the $50$th percentile, and the $75$th percentile of $\Delta$ are chosen for the initial configuration.

Industrial networks are highly dynamic environments. Communication varies in that endpoints exchange frames of different sizes at different rates. Also, the structure and size of the network can vary in that new connections are established or new endpoints are added to the network. To account for this, the agent is trained on a number of different network topologies, and for each such topology, different sets of streams are generated, each referred to as a scenario.

2) Deep Q-Network: The first applied RL method is the Deep Q-Network (DQN), which also serves as a representative for the group of off-policy learning methods. As an extension to the well-studied Q-Learning method it has already been successfully applied to various problems like video game control [38] or robotic control [39].

The input of the Q-Network corresponds to the state vector discussed above. The size of the input and output layer correspond to the size of the state vector and the size of the action space, respectively. ReLU activation is applied to the two hidden layers and no activation is applied to the output layer. This allows for negative output values, which is desirable for the Q-Network as it approximates action-values. The values estimate the cumulative future reward when taking an action and represent the quality of the action.

According to [38], a target network should be used with an architecture identical to the online network. The target network is utilized to approximate the target value that is then used to calculate the loss. The loss is computed with the mean squared error (MSE). Based on the loss, an optimizer is used to compute the gradient, which is then back-propagated through the target network. The number of time steps after which the target network is synchronized with the online network is regarded as a tunable hyperparameter.

Methods like DQN require some exploration strategy like $\varepsilon$-greedy. The idea is that, especially in early phases of the training, the agent performs random actions with probability $\varepsilon$ in order to discover valuable state-action pairs. To account for changing topologies and scenarios, the $\varepsilon$-greedy strategy is adjusted so that exploration and exploitation are balanced over all topologies and scenarios.

The hyperparameters are optimized using a fractional factorial design [40]. The tunable parameters include the number of epochs, the number of episodes, the learning rate, the discount factor, the optimizer, the hidden nodes, the target update rate, and the batch size. Table II presents the final value for each hyperparameter. With a smaller number of input features, the number of neurons per layer also needs to be decreased. In contrast to the regression approach with more input features and $1024$ neurons per layer, the DQN layers contain only $110$ and $99$ neurons, respectively. The target network and the online network are synchronized after $450$ time steps.

3) Actor-Critic: The second RL method implemented in this work is Actor-Critic, which serves as a representative for the group of on-policy learning methods. A key difference to the DQN implementation is the network architecture. While DQN uses the Q-Network to approximate a single action-value function, Actor-Critic utilizes both an actor network to approximate a policy and a critic network that approximates a state-value function. In general, the term actor-critic refers to a group of algorithms and does not make an assumption about the actual implementation of the actor and the critic.

This work implements Actor-Critic using a single shared network for feature extraction and a split output layer for both actor and critic. The approach is easy to implement, reduces the number of trainable network parameters, and also ensures better comparability since the network architecture resembles that of DQN for the most part. Therefore, different results can be attributed to the different methods of learning rather than the different number of learnable parameters.

The size of the input layer, again, corresponds to the size of the state vector. As with DQN, the network uses two hidden layers. The output layer of the actor has a size equal to the size of the action space while the output layer of the critic has a fixed size of $1$ and outputs a single state-value. ReLU activation is applied to both hidden layers. The split output layer, however, requires more consideration. For the critic output layer, no activation is applied, because the output is a state-value which can either be positive or negative based on the expected cumulative reward. For the actor, however, the output values correspond to a policy, which is a probability distribution. For this reason, softmax activation is applied. This ensures that output values are non-negative values within the interval $[0, 1]$ and that all output values sum up to $1$. This results in the desired probability distribution which represents the current policy.

For the purpose of learning, a temporal-difference error is calculated at each time step. The gradient is computed from the sum of the actor loss and the critic loss and is then back-propagated through the target network. This results in a simultaneous optimization of the policy and the accuracy of the state-value.

Overall, the Actor-Critic method used in this work is more
straightforward than the DQN method as it involves less implementation details and therefore introduces less tunable hyperparameters. The tunable hyperparameters involve the number of epochs, the number of episodes, the neurons of the hidden layers, and the learning rate. These hyperparameters are again optimized using a fractional factorial design and the final values can be seen in Table II. Compared to DQN, the Actor-Critic network is slightly smaller with respect to the number of neurons per layer. Further, the learning rate $\alpha$ is significantly higher (0.075) and less epochs (16), but more episodes (70) are required for training.

IV. RESULTS

This work utilizes two different data sets for training both ML and RL models. The first one is a set of unique linear network topologies with up to 10 switches and up to 50 sensors per switch. The second data set includes unique tree topologies with up to three branches, up to 10 switches per branch and 50 sensors per switch. In order to reduce computational cost, topologies with more than 300 sensors are removed from both data sets. As each sensor communicates with one controller in a bidirectional manner, this makes for network topologies with a maximum of 600 streams in the system. For evaluation, 400 scenarios are chosen from the linear set and the tree set, respectively. It is assured that the test scenarios are not used for training the models.

A. Linear Topology

First, the results for the scenarios with linear topologies are presented. Figure 2a depicts a CDF for the differences of the accepted number of streams of a model and the number of accepted streams by the brute force algorithm for all test scenarios and models, i.e., the relative error between the ground truth and the model predictions is shown. The x-axis depicts the error in percentage relative to the ground truth and the y-axis denotes the fraction of scenarios observing such an error. The light green line represents the results for the random forest classifier and the dark green line shows the results for the neural network regression. Further, the results for the DQN model and for the Actor-Critic model are shown in light blue and dark blue, respectively. It can be observed that the RL models are able to place the same number of streams as the ground truth for approx. 60% of the linear topology scenarios, while the supervised learning techniques are only able to achieve this for around 24% of the scenarios (classification). Further, the maximum relative error is in particular for the RL methods with approx. 14% (DQN) and 19% (Actor-Critic) low. Here, the random forest classification provides the worst results as it shows maximum relative errors of up to 40%. In general, these results already indicate a superiority of reinforcement learning methods over supervised techniques for TSN configuration.

To investigate the impact of the network size on the performance of the RL and supervised models, Figure 2b illustrates the performance of the models with respect to different network sizes, here expressed by the number of streams in the system. The figure presents the average percentage of placed streams relative to the ground truth along with the 95% confidence intervals in dependency of the number of streams in the system. The x-axis, therefore, depicts the number of streams in the system, while the y-axis shows the percentage of placed streams relative to the ground truth, i.e., the network capacity. The bars are colored according to the models and in alignment with Figure 2a. The figure reveals that the RL methods are especially effective for small scenarios with less than 200 streams in the system. Here, the RL models perform identical to the brute force algorithm and are able to place all streams. On the other hand, the supervised techniques achieve only an average network capacity of approx. 92%. For more than 200 streams and less than 400 streams, the RL methods still outperform the supervised techniques, however, they are no longer able to provide the optimal results. Further, DQN starts to perform slightly better than Actor-Critic, while the supervised techniques perform similar to before. For more than 400 streams, the performance of Actor-Critic drops significantly, while DQN again shows the best performance of all models. The regression and classification approaches perform similar, but slightly worse compared to the smaller scenarios. Still, all presented models are able to place more than 90% of the streams compared to the ground truth even for the large scenarios.

When averaging the results over all linear topology scenarios, it can be summarized that the DQN model provides the best results with a 97.9% network capacity, followed by the Actor-Critic model with 97.1%. The regression approach achieved a network capacity of 94.5%, while the random forest classifier could place only 92.8% of placeable streams.

B. Tree Topology

Next, the performance of the models is evaluated when confronted with tree topologies. In contrast to linear topologies, tree topologies contain a switch over which all traffic has to be
exchanged and which serves as a bottleneck in the network. The reasonable configuration of this bottleneck switch complicates the configuration task slightly.

Figure 3a resembles Figure 2a and shows the resulting error CDFs for all models on the tree topology test set. It is visible that all methods perform significantly worse for the tree topologies when compared to the results of the linear topologies. Now, the RL models provide the optimal solution for approx. 25% of the scenarios, while the supervised models can provide an optimal solution for only 10% of the scenarios (classification) or even less (regression). Further, the maximum relative errors increased for most models. The lowest maximum relative error is again shown by DQN with approx. 23%, followed by the classification and regression approach with approx. 30% and 35%, respectively. The highest maximum relative error is this time shown by Actor-Critic (38%).

As with the linear topologies, Figure 3b investigates the impact of the network size on the performance of the RL and supervised models for the tree scenarios.

The figure reveals that the RL methods are especially effective for small scenarios with less than 200 streams. Here, the RL models perform identical to the brute force algorithm and are able to place all streams. On the other hand, the supervised techniques achieve only an average network capacity of approx. 92%. For more than 200 streams and less than 400 streams, the RL methods still outperform the supervised techniques. However, they are no longer able to provide the optimal results. With respect to the supervised models, it can be stated that the random forest classifier outperformed the regression approach notably for the medium and large networks, while the performance for small networks can be considered similar. The RL methods perform significantly better than the supervised methods for small networks. The difference between RL and supervised models gets smaller for medium-sized networks. As with linear topologies, the performance of Actor-Critic drops significantly below the performance of all the other models for large networks. Here, the classification approach provides even slightly better results than the DQN model.

Again, DQN outperforms all other models with an average network capacity of 92.8%. In contrast to linear topologies, the random forest classifier (90.8%), however, surpasses the performance of the Actor-Critic model (89.3%) this time and the worst results are shown by the neural network regressor with an average network capacity of 87.4%.

C. Lessons Learnt

In summary, the presented results proved the successful application of RL and supervised learning techniques to the problem of SP configuration for linear and tree industrial real-time networks. RL provided optimal results for small linear networks and was able to outperform the supervised ML models on small and medium-sized linear networks. For linear networks, all models were able to provide capacities of 92%-97%. For the slightly more complex tree topologies, the performance of all models dropped significantly. In particular, the Actor-Critic model performed significantly worse on large tree networks compared to the other models. The obtained capacities in general ranged between 87% and 93%.

Nonetheless, Actor-Critic exhibited the advantage that the model training took only 28% of the time required for the training of the DQN model. This can be explained by the lack of batch learning from memory for Actor-Critic. This advantage makes Actor-Critic the more suitable model in the field. In general, all models outperformed the brute force algorithm with respect to the required configuration time significantly. Once trained, the execution time of the ML heuristics is reduced to a few seconds compared to multiple hours or days required for the exhaustive algorithm. This emphasizes the fact that ML models provide a more economic solution for TSN configuration. Finally, the DQN model was able to outperform all other tested methods on both the linear and tree test sets and thus proved to be the best choice for dynamic SP configuration in linear and tree networks.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper presented a tool set for machine learning (ML) assisted configuration of a real-time network with per-hop latency guarantees. It applied four ML models to configure the latency guarantee of each real-time traffic class such that the number of accepted streams during resource reservation is maximized. The training and evaluation scenarios include linear and tree-like topologies, focusing on industrial scenarios with sensor-controller communication patterns. The performance comparison indicates an accuracy of roughly 90% for the evaluated scenarios, with slightly better results obtained for the linear topologies. These results show that the methodology is an applicable approach towards efficient configuration of industrial real-time networks.

The current implementation can be extended in various ways. First, the training scenarios can be extended to include more use cases and optimization targets. For example, the current scenarios maximize the total number of accepted streams, without distinguishing the importance of individual streams, e.g., based on their data rate. Second, the latency configuration can be generalized further. Currently, each port is configured equally for applicability reasons. This can be extended such that every port receives its own configuration. In this case, streams cannot be assigned to priorities automatically, and further decisions must be made either during scenario definition or by the ML model. Further, future work may include more TSN shapers and take more decisions, such as selecting which shaper should be used in the first place, and providing additional configuration options for these mechanisms, such as idle slopes for the Credit-Based Shaper. Finally, the feature set of the current ML model assumes perfect knowledge of the later deployment. Oftentimes, network topology and especially stream information is not fully available during network planning, and decisions must be made with rough estimates of expected loads. It could be challenging to provide configuration guidelines without having specific scenarios in mind, especially regarding the reinforcement learning approaches that rely on the environment’s feedback for their decisions.
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